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primarily on task-induced increases of neuronal activity. However, many studies have reported decreased
regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) in areas processing
input from unattended sensory modalities. Such findings have been reported for comparisons within a
sensory modality (Drevets et al., 1995; Frith et al.,
1991a; Zatorre et al., 1994) and between different
sensory modalities (Courtney et al., 1996; Ghatan et al.,
1995). A novel task that requires the subject’s full
attention induces a more prominent rCBF decrease
than that of a practiced task (Jenkins et al., 1994). It
has been hypothesized that such CBF decreases reflect
a selective suppression of task-irrelevant information
processing (Frith et al., 1991b; Ghatan et al., 1995). In
this study, we challenged the idea of top down modulation of activity in cortical areas not involved in taskrelevant processing. Using a factorial design (Fig. 1),
we investigated the influence of task-irrelevant speech
on the processing of an internally generated arithmetical task. From previous studies we know that the
arithmetical task alone leads to prominent bilateral
rCBF decreases in the auditory cortices (Ingvar et al.,
1997). Irrelevant speech (random words) was used as
auditory input since passive listening to words increases the activity in the auditory cortices (Grasby et
al., 1994). This design was expected to reveal a relative
decrease of the rCBF response caused by task-irrelevant speech in the superior temporal gyri bilaterally
when presented concomitantly with the arithmetical
task, i.e., whether attention to an internally generated
cognitive task modulates the activations that irrelevant speech alone elicits in the auditory cortices.

A key function of attention is to select an appropriate
subset of available information by facilitation of attended processes and/or inhibition of irrelevant processing. Functional imaging studies, using positron
emission tomography, have during different experimental tasks revealed decreased neuronal activity in areas
that process input from unattended sensory modalities. It has been hypothesized that these decreases
reflect a selective inhibitory modulation of nonrelevant cortical processing. In this study we addressed
this question using a continuous arithmetical task
with and without concomitant disturbing auditory
input (task-irrelevant speech). During the arithmetical task, irrelevant speech did not affect task-performance but yielded decreased activity in the auditory
and midcingulate cortices and increased activity in
the left posterior parietal cortex. This pattern of modulation is consistent with a top down inhibitory modulation of a nonattended input to the auditory cortex and
a coexisting, attention-based facilitation of taskrelevant processing in higher order cortices. These
findings suggest that task-related decreases in cortical
activity may be of functional importance in the understanding of both attentional mechanisms and taskrelated information processing. r 1998 Academic Press
Key Words: positron emission tomography; regional
cerebral blood flow; attention; facilitation; inhibition;
parietal cortex; auditory cortex; cognition.

INTRODUCTION
A selection of a limited subset of externally and
internally generated information is an essential function of attention (Kinchla, 1992) (c.f. Niell et al., 1995).
The mechanisms by which these selections are made
are debated. Both direct facilitation of task relevant
processing and inhibitory modulation of channels processing irrelevant stimuli have been suggested (Corbetta et al., 1991; Niell et al., 1995). Functional imaging
studies with positron emission tomography (PET) focus

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects
Six right-handed male volunteers (age 20–24, written informed consent) participated in the study, which
was approved by the local Ethics and Radiation Safety
committees at the Karolinska Hospital. All subjects
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were healthy, had no past history of psychiatric, neurologic, or other medical illnesses and were not on
medication.
PET Data Acquisition and Analysis
Data were obtained using a Siemens-CTI ECAT
Exact HR PET camera operated with the septa retracted to allow a high sensitivity 3D sampling mode,
generating bolus triggered 60-s tracer uptake images.
The subject’s head was fixed in position for the duration
of the scanning period with an individually molded
plastic helmet (Bergström et al., 1981). Prior to the
blood flow studies a transmission scan was performed
that was later used for attenuation correction. The
volunteers received a bolus injection of [15O]butanol
(Berridge et al., 1990) (500 MBq) through a left forearm
cannula. The PET-images were realigned, spatially
normalized into a common stereotactic space (Talairach
and Tournoux, 1988), 3D-Gaussian filtered (16 mm
FWHM), proportionally scaled to account for global
confounders, and analyzed with statistical parametric
mapping (SPM 95 (Friston et al., 1995)). The resulting
set of voxel values for each contrast constitutes a
statistical parametric map of the t statistic SPM(t) that
was transformed to standard normal distributed parameters, SPM(Z), and thresholded at 3.09 (omnibus significance P # 0.001). The activated regions were then
characterized in terms of spatial extent (k) and peakheight (u) of local maxima. Differences detected by
visual inspection in the arithmetical/interference task
minus rest/interference compared to the arithmetical
task minus rest, were tested using a masking approach,
thereby yielding a more sensitive method of analysis
(Fletcher et al., 1995b, 1995a). This was done by
masking the interaction contrast [task 3 interference]
with relevant contrasts (thresholding at Z 5 2.33 or
omnibus significance P # 0.01), accepting clusters of
volume . 10 voxels and containing a local maxima with
Z score . 2.56 (P # 0.005) as significant [c.f. Fletcher,
1995a (59); Fletcher, 1995b (79)]
Experimental Design
The subjects were acquainted with the experimental
environment during the initial testing. They were
informed about the procedure and were then allowed to
practice, both aloud and silently, the arithmetical task
with and without task-irrelevant speech until they
could count sequentially without disruption. During
the scanning, instructions and the irrelevant speech
were relayed through earphones. Each task was started
15 s before the radio-tracer injection.
In the arithmetical tasks, a seed number between
400 and 900 was given and the subjects were instructed
to silently and without any ‘‘language related movements’’ sequentially subtract 7 from this number. When

briefly tapped on the dorsum of the left arm, they were
to say aloud the number reached. This reporting was
prompted twice during the scanning period and once at
the end of each scan. Their eyes were closed during all
scans. Before each resting condition scan, the subject
was instructed to not think of ‘‘anything in particular.’’
In the resting condition with the irrelevant speech task
they were to listen passively to the words given and to
do no particular contemplation regarding the context or
the meaning. The irrelevant speech paradigm (random
words) consisted of common concrete nouns with high
familiarity (Snodgrass and Vanderwart, 1980), presented at a frequency of 1 word every 3 s. The design of
the study is specified in Fig. 1. Each subject was
scanned 12 times, 3 scans in each condition.
The subjective experience of difficulty in the arithmetical task was assessed with a visual analogue scale.
Speed was estimated by the number of sequential
subtractions performed between each prompted report.
Accuracy of the number reported was related to the
seed number and/or the previously reported number.
RESULTS
Behavioral Data
The procedures in the PET camera and the head
fixation were tolerated well by all subjects. The subjects
scored the arithmetical task as significantly more difficult when solved concomitantly with irrelevant speech
(3.9 6 1.5 vs 2.4 6 1.2; P , 0.05; Wilcoxon Signed Rank
test) but their performance was not significantly affected (accuracy, 2.4; range, 1–3 vs 2.5; range, 1–3; and
speed, 31.3 6 13.9 vs 29.8 6 12.6 subtractions/scan).
FIG. 1. There were 4 different scanning-conditions. Each of the 6
subjects was subjected 3 times to each of the 4 conditions. The 12
scans were performed in three blocks with the 4 different scan
conditions in a randomized order within each block.
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Changes in rCBF

TABLE 1

The rCBF pattern elicited by the arithmetical task
(arithmetical task-rest) was consistent with previously
reported data (Ingvar et al., 1997) and showed bilateral
activations of the parietal cortex, the prefrontal cortex,
and the cerebellum. Activations were also found in the
left premotor cortex and the left anterior cingulate
cortex extending into the supplementary motor area.
Bilateral decreases were evident in the medial prefrontal cortex and the medial and posterior temporal cortices including the auditory cortices. Irrelevant speech
elicited, in the resting condition as well as during the
arithmetical task, bilateral activations in the perisylvian cortex [superior temporal gyrus: left Z 5 10.0,
P , 0.001; right Z 5 8.71 P , 0.001 (corrected for multiple nonindependent comparisons)].
By visual inspection differences in the rCBF pattern
between the arithmetical/interference task (arithmetical/interference task-rest/interference) and the arithmetical task (arithmetical task-rest) were found in the
superior temporal lobes bilaterally, the left midcingulate region, the left anterior insular region (inhibitory
modulation), and the left posterior parietal cortex
(facilitatory modulation). Given the regional specific
hypothesis (allowing the use of uncorrected P values)
addressing an inhibitory modulatory effect due to interference of the auditory cortex was confirmed in the interaction contrast (right BA 22/42, [x,y,z] 5 [58,230,4,], Z 5
3.09, P 5 0.001, left BA22/42 [x,y,z] 5 [246,234,0], Z 5
2.86, P 5 0.002), see also Table 1 (A) and Figs. 2 and 3.
The facilitatory modulation in the posterior parietal
cortex was confirmed in the interaction contrast showing a significant facilitatory effect in BA 7/40 ([x,y,z] 5
[226,276,44], Z 5 4.03, P , 0.05, corrected for multiple
nonindependent comparisons, since this region was not
part of our original regional specific hypothesis), see
also Table 1 (B) and Figs. 2 and 3. We also wanted to
test the other differences (detected by visual inspection)
in left supplementary motor area, left midcingulum,
and left insula/frontal operculum. To maximize sensitivity we used a masking approach, masking the interaction contrast [(rest with interference—arithmetical task
with interference) 2 (rest—arithmetical task)] masked
with [rest with interference—arithmetical task with
interference] and thresholding at Z 5 2.33. This confirmed the inhibitory modulation of the left midcingulate cortex (BA 24), the left supplementary motor area
(BA 6), the left anterior insula/frontal operculum (BA
14/49) (Table 2), and the left inferior frontal gyrus (BA 47).
DISCUSSION
Our findings are consistent with both facilitatory as
well as inhibitory modulation of cortical activity when
concomitant stimuli are experienced as disturbing for

Region/structure

BA

Z

P
(Zmax . u)

(X, Y,
Z mm)

(A) Relative decreases induced by irrelevant speech during the
arithmetical task
Right auditory cortex:
vol 5 146
Superior temporal
gyrus
BA22, BA42 3.09
Left auditory cortex:
vol 5 58
Superior temporal
gyrus
BA42, BA22 2.86

0.001

58 230 4

0.002

246 234 0

(B) Relative increases induced by irrelevant speech during the
arithmetical task
Left posterior parietal
lobe: vol 5 164
Parietal lobe
BA 7/40

4.03

0.047

226 276 44

Note. (A) Inhibitory modulatory effects were confirmed in the
auditory cortex (P values uncorrected). (B) Facilitatory modulatory
effects were seen in the posterior parietal region (P values corrected).
Anatomical structures and Brodmann areas (BA) refer to the Talaraich–Tournoux atlas (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988) and the anatomical space of Greitz et al. (1991) and are given for the extension of the
significant regions. BA, Brodmann area; vol, number of voxels in the
cluster.

the attended task. Furthermore, these two modulatory
effects coexist at different levels of cognitive processing.
The disturbing effect of task-irrelevant speech on the
arithmetical processing reported by the subjects had no
effect on task-performance. This indicates that the
arithmetical processing is left intact while attentionbased modulations due to the task irrelevant speech
input are reflected in the rCBF changes detected in the
interaction analysis.
The relative decreases in the auditory cortices may
reflect a top down modulation of auditory processing
that serves as a selective suppressor of task-irrelevant
input (Niell et al., 1995). Electrophysiological data
support such a mechanism of an early gain control
based on attention in the auditory cortices (Hillyard et
al., 1995). Increased demand on memory/attention in a
nondisturbed working memory task also enhances the
suppression of the auditory cortices (Grasby et al.,
1994). Here, the demand on working memory in the
arithmetical task was constant by design, but there
was an increased demand for focused attention when
the task was processed concomitantly with taskirrelevant speech. Irrelevant speech, while not in the
focus of attention, might be automatically processed in
the language system (Frith et al., 1995a) and thereby
interfere with the arithmetical task. Deficiency of such
a top down modulation in the superior temporal gyrus
have been described in chronic schizophrenic patients
(Frith et al., 1995b). Shulman et al. also addressed top
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FIG. 2. A statistical parametric map (SPM) showing areas significantly modulated by irrelevant speech during the arithmetical task
(interaction [interference 3 task]). The SPM(Z):s are displayed in the anatomical space of Greitz et al. (1991) and red denotes voxels with Z $
2.33 or omnibus significance P # 0.01. The rCBF data are superimposed on an average structural MRI image. (A) shows the bilateral decreases
in the auditory cortex (superior temporal gyrus). BA 42 from the Greitz data base (Greitz et al., 1991) is denoted in green. The deactivations
extend into BA 22, especially on the right side. The horizontal plane is at the level of z 5 4 and the coronal plane at y 5 33. (B) shows the
increase in the left posterior parietal cortex. BA 7 is denoted in green. The activation extended into BA 40. The horizontal plane is at the level of
z 5 44 and the sagittal plane at x 5 30.

down modulation of task irrelevant input in the auditory cortex in a post hoc analysis of nine previous
studies involving visual discrimination (Shulman et al.,
1997). Replicable decreases in the auditory cortices
were inconsistent in their analysis within each study,
but an analysis that combined data across studies
yielded modest but significant decreases. The present
study specifically addresses this question of a top down
modulation of the auditory cortex. The use of an
internally generated task allows the conclusion that
the modulation is internally generated and thereby the
result of a top-down mechanism and not a general
cross-modal mechanism in an externally driven task
(e.g., a visual task) (Haxby et al., 1994; Shulman et al.,
1997). A related perspective on the inhibitory modula-

tion of the auditory cortex conceptualizes this in terms
of a failure of attentional selection in the arithmetical/
interference task as compared to rest/interference. In
other words, it is possible that subjects attend to the
irrelevant speech (actively selected) in the rest/interference condition, but did so to a lesser degree in the
arithmetical/interference condition. On the other hand,
a failure of attentional selection would not explain the
need of a facilitatory modulation of task-relevant processing. The modulatory effect may be a combination of
both selective filtering and a lack of attentional selection.
The finding of a relative decrease of rCBF in the
auditory cortices is consistent with inhibitory modulation of processing prior to higher order categorization of
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FIG. 3. Bar diagram showing the adjusted rCBF response for the respective experimental conditions in the left auditory cortex (BA 42/22)
and the left posterior parietal cortex (BA 7/40). (a) rest; (b) arithmetical task; (c) rest 1 interference; (d) arithmetical task 1 interference.

the information content (Broadbent, 1958). On the
behavioral level the information content in the taskirrelevant speech was filtered since, when questioned,
the subjects could not recall the words following each
scan (except one subject that recalled one word). The
anterior part of the insula is connected with limbic,
paralimbic, and autonomic structures and represents a
polymodal convergence zone (Mesulam and Mufson,
1985). The decrease in the left anterior insular region
as a result of irrelevant speech during the arithmetical
task could reflect suppression of episodic encoding and
TABLE 2
Region/structure

BA

Z

P
(Zmax . u)

(X, Y,
Z mm)

Relative decreases induced by irrelevant speech during the
arithmetical task
Left mid cingulate:
vol 5 59
Cingulate gyrus
Left supplementary
motor cortex:
vol 5 115
Superior frontal gyrus
Left insula/frontal operculum: vol 5 10
vol 5 15
Inferior frontal gyrus

BA24

2.96

0.002

24 214 40

BA6

2.80

0.003

214 220 64

BA14/49

2.81

0.001

226 26 4

BA47

2.74

0.003

224 20 220

Note. The results of testing the interaction contrast [(rest with
interference 2 arithmetical task with interference) 2 (rest 2 arithmetical task)] in left supplementary motor area, left midcingulum,
and left insula/frontal operculum (masking with [rest with
interference 2 arithmetical task with interference], thresholding at
Z 5 2.33 and accepting clusters of volume . 10 voxels and containing
a local maxima with Z score . 2.56 as significant). BA, Brodmann
area; vol, number of voxels in the cluster.

may explain the fact that the subjects did not remember the speech input. A possible alternative explanation
for the rCBF modulation in the anterior insula is that it
could reflect an attention-based modulation of autonomic responses due to the experienced disturbance.
There are extensive interconnections between the anterior insular region and the amygdala. The latter has
been ascribed a role in the process of determining the
affective tone of experience and behavior (Mesulam and
Mufson, 1985).
The left midcingulate region mediates appropriate
motor and vocal responses and is selectively activated
in tasks in which response selection is important, as for
example, the Stroop word color interference task (George
et al., 1994). The arithmetical task used here contains
no inherent conflict in the response selection. It is a
single task with the demand to override the attention
drift toward a potentially interfering auditory input.
Corroborating our findings, a decreased activity in this
part of the cingulate cortex has been correlated with
decreases in superior temporal regions when the
memory load was gradually increased (Grasby et al.,
1994).
The left posterior parietal cortex is important for
arithmetical processing (Ingvar et al., 1997) and lesions
here are known to invoke acalculia (Henschen, 1919;
Takayama et al., 1994). Its function has also been
related to the phonological component of working
memory (Baddeley, 1991; Paulesu et al., 1993; Petrides
et al., 1993; Smith et al., 1996; Zatorre et al., 1992).
Behavioral data show that irrelevant speech influences
the phonological store in working memory tasks (Baddeley, 1991). Two previous PET studies have described a
positive correlation between memory load and activity
in the posterior parietal cortex (Grasby et al., 1994;
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Zatorre et al., 1996). We interpret the increased activity
in this region during task-irrelevant speech and arithmetical processing as evidence for a facilitatory modulation of activity in a region necessary for processing the
attended task (Niell et al., 1995).
Frith et al. have suggested that the inhibitory modulation of activity in the superior temporal region can be
mediated by the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (Frith et
al., 1991b) and our findings do not contradict this.
However, there are prominent cortico–cortical connections between the parietal cortex and the superior
temporal gyrus, midcingulate cortex, and SMA (Cavada
and Goldman-Rakic, 1989). It has been hypothesized
that the posterior parietal cortex is a crucial component
in the posterior network of attention (Mesulam, 1990;
Posner, 1990); hence, we speculate that this region can
also elicit a modulatory effect on the superior temporal
region.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have presented evidence that is
consistent with the existence of an active modulatory
attention mechanism by which task-irrelevant input in
the auditory cortices is suppressed. These findings
suggest that task-induced decreases of activity that
have been reported in many functional imaging studies
may be related to cortical mechanisms of attention.
From a functional point of view, the ability to limit the
cortical processing related to nonattended tasks offers a
relevant mechanism for the reduction of information
processing. Our data are also consistent with a coexisting facilitation of task-relevant processing, in our case,
within the left parietal cortex, an area that is of
primary importance for the attended task. These two
modulatory effects, i.e., facilitatory and inhibitory, coexist at different levels of cognitive processing.
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